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Replacing Banner 8 Customized Reports

Currently, Oracle Reports will not be supported in Banner 9 Essentials by Ellucian.
Part of Evisions MAPS products:

- FormFusion (currently use)
- IntelleCheck (currently use)
- Argos (new to HU)
Logging in Evisions for ARGOS Report Viewer

Evisions Argos is an enterprise reporting solution that gives you quicker access to the data that you need to run your institution. Argos makes reporting simple, delivering insights that enable you to make timely, better-informed decisions.

- Argos Web Viewer
- Argos
Logging in Evisions for ARGOS Report Viewer

Use INFOTECH login and password

Username:
Password:

Remember this user

Sign in
Logging in Evisions for ARGOS Report Viewer
Initially, we will create the basic types:

CSV and Extract (txt)
Information on Report - ARGOS Report Viewer

Number of Report types created for Banner 9 Versions

- Name:
  - Banner 9 Versions

- Type:
  - Dashboard
  - Comma delimited report (CSV)
  - Banded report (graphics, text, charts, etc)
  - Extract text report
  - Crosstab report
Details on the Report - ARGOS Report Viewer
Create Details about the Banner 9 Versions using ARGOS Report Viewer
Create Details about the Banner 9 Versions using ARGOS Report Viewer

Click on the first report .CSV
Report Prompts for Date needed - ARGOS Report Viewer
Selecting Date for Report - ARGOS Report Viewer
Report Rendering in ARGOS Report Viewer

Banner 9 Versions

- GENERAL 9.0 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.1 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.1.0.3 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.2 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.3 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.4 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.4.0.1 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.5 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.6 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.7 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.8 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.9 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.10 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.11 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.11.0.1 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.11.0.2 01/21/20...
- GENERAL 9.11.0.3 01/21/20...
Report Opens for ARGOS Report Viewer - Opens in Excel
Report Saving in ARGOS Report Viewer - Goes to your DOWNLOAD Folder

SAVE File
Logging in Evisions for ARGOS Report Viewer – Site is Not Secure

This site is not secure

This might mean that someone’s trying to fool you or steal any info you send to the server. You should close this site immediately.

- Close this tab
- More information

Ignore and Click MORE INFORMATION

This site is not secure

This might mean that someone’s trying to fool you or steal any info you send to the server. You should close this site immediately.

- Close this tab
- More information

The hostname in the website’s security certificate differs from the website you are trying to visit.

Error Code: DLG_FLAGS_SEC_CERT_CN_INVALID

- Go on to the webpage (not recommended)

Ignore and Click Go on to the Webpage
Implementation - Phased Approach

**Phase I** – Argos Reports outside of Banner 9 Essentials
- Get all Banner 8 Customized Reports up and running in Argos
- User can have Banner 9 Essentials Application and Argos for Reports open at same time.
Fine Grain Security will be implemented. Only see reports authorized to run.

  **NOTE**--Currently in Banner 8, you can only launch Customized Reports inside Banner and wait for it to finish before doing any other tasks for a majority of users.

**Phase II** – TOAD scripts that SELECT (view only) data will be created in Argos Reports.
- The user will be able to generate “at will” instead of requesting Computer Center to generate.
Fine Grain Security will be implemented. Only see reports authorized to run.

**Phase III** – New BCR requests to generate views of data (SELECT) will be created in Argos Reports.
- The user will be able to generate “at will” instead of requesting Computer Center to generate.
Fine Grain Security will be implemented. Only see reports authorized to run.

**Phase IV** – Argos Reports incorporated in Banner 9 Essentials

No requests for adding/updating/deleting of data will be placed in Argos. Those will be responsibility of the Computer Center.